FRIDA Wallberg fighting for WBCS WORLD-Title of the royal court in Stockholm
27 November!
Frida 'GOLDEN GIRL' Wallberg will be boxing on the biggest and the most coveted of the titles in boxing,
namely WBC (WORD BOXING COUNCIL) world title!

WBC is the largest and most respected of all the boxing
organizations that exist. And its belt has shone around
the waist of the name: Mohammad Ali, Suger Ray
Leonard, Lennox Lewis, Mike Tyson, Frank Bruno,
Evander Holyfield, George Foreman, Joe Frazier,
Sonny Liston, Roy Jones, Marvin Hagler, Oscar de la
Hoya, Shane Mosley and Vitali Klitschko to name a few,
yes, the list is long!

The Swedes, who have tried to win this World Cup
before, the belt, George Scott (1998 against Stevie
Johnston in the U.S.) and Paolo Roberto (1999 against
Javier Castillejo, Spain), but none of them managed to
capture the belt.
Wallenberg's opponent and is the reigning world champion in the super feather
weight (-59.0 kg), Olivia Gerula, from Canada.
To enable this policy, the WBC and Gerula joined in a unique departure from the
current World Cup rules and accept the match over eight patrols distance,
provided that a rematch clause established, which has now taken place
It is a historic event, where a Swedish is one party in a match on a "real" world
title on home soil. It is the first time this happens, and it is not unexpected that it

is precisely FRIDA Wallberg makes this possible.
Frida has won both of their struggles into comeback and now has a record of 8-0
in matches and are thus unbeaten as a professional boxer!
As an amateur Wallberg has won everything that can be won, such as World
Cup, European Championships, NM, SM and as a professional, she has
previously been world champion in WIBF, which is a relatively large organization
for women, but nothing that compares with the WBC.
World champion Olivia Gerula is 31 and has 25 games under my belt. Her record
is: 13-10-2, and she started her career as a professional 'The Hard Way' with a
mix of wins and losses and gave up some time career 2004-06. After his
comeback in 2006, she has been a very hard to beat a boxer with only two
extremely scarce losses, the last of these 2007th.
Since then she has won five straight wins in the world elite. She conquered her
world title in April 2009, when she points hit hard Jelena Mrdjenovich over 10
rounds in what also was a revenge meeting. She has defended the title twice, in
December '09 in Paris against Myriam Chomaz on points and in July this year
over Brooke Dierdorff of points in Winnipeg, Canada. It thus becomes her third
title defense.

